
Our World!
Our world is a wonderful place, but don’t you think it’s suffering? Global warming!

Every day we drive our cars to work or to send our kids to school. That’s what’s causing our world to

suffer. Pollution! Factories, cut all the mountains to build houses or to make marble. Sometimes when I

and my family are travelling, we often admire the beauty of Mother Nature but then the moment we

switch to encounter the factories with a mountain right beside it and tractors or bulldozers on those

mountains, then it gives an unpleasant feeling instantly. The fact that, one side of it looks too beautiful

and soothing our soul but on the other, it causes an emotional damage. It's the kind of thing that we feel

bad for having to witness those beautiful views are going to fade slowly in few years’ time.

In addition, everyday people litter rubbish on roads or the worst scenario in the seas. This irresponsible

will vanish away the marine creatures. According to research, about 100 million of marine creatures die

each year from plastic alone! The authorities had to spend lot for cleaning and rescuing process itself

as protect the habitat. If we want to make our world a better place to live in and for the sake of future

generation, we need to stop throwing our rubbish everywhere. Do you know that there is a link between

pollution and natural disasters, as pollution can contribute to natural disasters??? For example, air

pollution can cause heat waves which can worsen wildfires, as the pollutants can fuel the fire. So, if you

want to prevent pollution drive less, walk or bike when you can, use the bike share programs if your city

or town has them, take public transit when possible, and carpool with friends or family instead of

driving alone. The next focus is tree. Do not cut them because trees give you free fresh air and shade.

You should visit Gaharu Tea Valley in, Ipoh, Perak. There are lots of tree and it's a beautiful sight for

tourists. 

In conclusion, to each one of you who are reading this piece of writing, my humble request to not litter,

support cutting down trees and any form of air pollutions. We need to cater an equal eco balance to our

upcoming generations to experience the same privilege to enjoy the mother nature as we have. 

A change comes within ourselves first! Pointing fingers to others or waiting for others to change is not

going to be a fruitful outcome. Therefore, let’s just start by planting more trees nearby our

neighborhood. Thank you.                             
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